
Shannons’ Irish-Style Whiskeys Set to Warm the Heart of 
America 

Poor as they were, Irish immigrants brought to America a treasure worth its weight in 
gold. “Uisce beatha,” they called it in the old country, or, roughly translated, “water 
of life.”  

Today, we know that lovingly smooth, slightly sweet elixir as “Irish whiskey.”  

Kansas City distillers and visionary entrepreneurs Benay and Michael Shannon have 
combined their skills with a pot still with a fortuitous business relationship across the 
pond in Ireland to build their Restless Spirits Distilling  Company and produce what 
they believe is the first “American-made, Irish-style” whiskey to hit the marketplace. 

The “proof,” you might say, is in the expertise and finely-honed nose of the Shannon 
s’ friend and supporter, John Teeling, one-time owner of the Ireland’s Cooley/
Kilbeggan distillery, and developer of the new, much-touted Great Northern Distillery 
in Dundalk, County Louth. 

Working with Teeling and his Irish distillery, Restless Spirits plans to offer three 
whiskeys.  The first two to come off the Restless Spirits bottling line this summer will 
be a 100% imported 4-year Irish whiskey, labeled “Sons of Erin,” followed by “Stone 
Breaker,” the Shannon’s own in-house produced Irish style whiskey blended with 
imported 4-year old Irish whiskey.   

The “Stone Breaker” name is a nod to the backbreaking work once performed by 
Michael’s immigrant forebears, who in the 1800s used picks and shovels to carve a 
place for Kansas City out of the high limestone bluffs along the Missouri River. 

“Stone Breaker is 100-percent barley in the grain bill; we’ll use four kinds,” says 
Benay, a pink galoshes-wearing former science teacher and Restless Spirits’ chief 
distiller. At the center of her new “classroom” is a beautiful 500-gallon copper pot 
still custom-crafted by Vendome Copper & Brass Works in Louisville, Kentucky. 

“We will incorporate Scottish ale yeast to give the whiskey a touch of a floral note, 
and store it in used bourbon barrels, so the whiskey can pull a touch more sugar from 
the wood, giving it a “softer palate,” she said. 

Benay is also finalizing the recipe and production schedule for Restless Spirits’ third 
whiskey, a 100% in-house produced Irish-style small batch whiskey aged 4-years in 
used bourbon barrels sourced from Breckenridge Distillery in Breckenridge Colorado. 



“This isn’t just about building a business, it’s about making something with true 
character and quality,” says Benay. “We are really proud of what we are making 
here.” 

Michael, on the other hand, is an experienced brand consultant who recognizes the 
potential for growth in the business that he and Benay, and partner John Boettcher 
have poured their souls and savings into. 

“Irish whiskey has grown 500 percent in the U.S. market in just the last decade or 
so,” Michael notes. “It’s the fastest-growing category of spirit. We are hugely excited 
about bringing this fantastic blend of Irish and American made whiskeys together. I 
think Americans are going to love it. I think that those who appreciate a good whiskey, 
wherever they are, are going to love it.” 

Restless Spirits is also producing a 90 proof “Duffy’s Run Vodka,” a “Builders Botanical 
Gin” made with botanical orange peel, and seasonal items such as poitin, an Irish 
moonshine made of 100 percent barley. 

Fortuitously, the Shannons chose an award-winning Kansas City branding firm, Whiskey 
Design, to create eye-popping labels for their whiskeys, gin and vodka products. The 
Restless Spirits Distilling logo, itself, cleverly incorporates a mallet, a saw, and 
whiskey keg and shamrock in a subtle tribute to the Irish immigrant laborers who built 
so much of America. 

“We are serious about the quality of our products, and we are seriously aggressive in 
our approach to the marketplace,” said Michael. “After all, if we are going to work 
this hard and with this much passion, we want to reward ourselves at the end of the 
day with a damn fine glass of the Irish, too!” 

Restless Spirits Distilling, 109 E. 18th Ave., North Kansas City, 
Missouri, restlessspiritsdistilling.com 
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http://restlessspiritsdistilling.com/

